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Horses for courses

The number of patients receiving treatment for chronic renal
failure by dialysis and transplantation continues to increase:
there are now about 64 000 patients on regular dialysis through-
out the world. Neverxheless, the number of patients treated per
million of the population varies considerably from country to
country. Britain ranks seventeenth in a world league table,
treating 62 patients per million, compared with the league
leader, Switzerland, whose rate is 136. The European Dialysis
and Transplant Association Congress, held in Hamburg in
June, was told that there had been a recent substantial increase
in the number of patients treated as a result of a change in the
criteria for acceptance on renal replacement programmes. The
average age of patients starting dialysis in Europe has increased
from 36 in 1970 to 40 in 1975 and in the USA there has been
a similar rise from 39 to 45 years over the same period.
Furthermore, patients with systemic disease leading to end
stage renal failure are no longer being excluded from dialysis
programmes. The most common of these is diabetes mellitus,
and in Europe in the past 12 months there has been an 820%
increase in diabetics starting treatment; indeed, diabetics
accounted for 3.500o of all new patients receiving dialysis in
1975. There has also been a 50%O increase in patients with
systemic lupus erythematosus and a 4700 increase in patients
with amyloidosis.
With so many patients being treated by various methods we

may now compare the cumulative survival rates. For only
those patients between 14 and 34 years of age, survival on
hospital dialysis was 830/ at three years in Britain, compared
with a European average of 65%. Home dialysis, the most
widely used form of dialysis here, has a survival rate
approaching 82% at three years. As might be expected,
cumulative patient survival for patients with a systemic disease
is less than that for patients with isolated kidney failure. For
example, it is roughly 65% at two years for systemic lupus
erythematosus and only 5000 it two years for patients with
amyloidosis and diabetes. After cadaveric transplantation
diabetics have a less than 250% graft survival at two years
compared with the European average of just less than 40%o
for other patients at three years. Data presented at the meeting
from Australia and New Zealand (where renal transplantation
is considered the primary method of treatment) showed a
slightly better graft survival, being 47%' at five years.
We now have enough information for a rational choice of

treatment for any individual patient. For example, in patients
over 44 years ofage graft survival with cadaveric transplantation
is less than 4000 and continues to decrease with increasing
age. This decreased survival rate is attributable to nonimmuno-
logical causes such as infection and cardiovascular mishaps-
a fact emphasised by several large series of transplant results
presented from centres throughout Europe and Scandinavia.
Factors such as previous blood transfusion and the order of
transplantation do not appear to affect graft survival adversely,
though presensitisation does. Conflicting data were presented
on graft survival in patients who were or had been hepatitis B
antigen (HBAg) positive, and, though there was no adverse
effect on graft survival in such patients in the short term, about
1000 of deaths in long-term survivors were due to hepatic
failure. Renal units in Britain can be justifiably pleased that
there have been no new cases of hepatitis or the presence of
positive HBAg in their nursing staff in the last two years. We
should note the continuing high incidence among the staff of
European centres that dialyse or transplant positive patients.

Also of note was the 800O incidence of malignant tumours in the
Australian transplant series, rising to almost 250' in the 5-10
year survivors. Many of these were skin cancers (common in
Australasia) and could be treated accordingly, but others, such
as tumours of lymphatic tissue, often proved fatal.
Everyone concerned with long-term dialysis is familiar with

the difficulties of adequate fluid removal during haemodialysis.
Rapid ultrafiltration in the fluid-overloaded patient often
results in hypotension, nausea, vomiting, and muscular cramps.
Bergstrom and his colleagues from Sweden, however, claimed
that ultrafiltration alone (without dialysis) could remove up to
3 litres offluid in three hours from patients without a significant
change in blood pressure, pulse rate, or plasma osmolarity,
despite a 200 decrease in plasma volume; and the patients felt
no adverse effect. The mechanism by which plasma volume
could be decreased by 200°0 without apparent changes in blood
pressure and pulse is, as yet, ill understood, but it was pos-
tulated that rapid changes in plasma osmolarity might interfere
with regulation of blood pressure. This technique is likely to
prove of great value in patients with acute renal failure, where
fluid overload and hypotension often occur. Fluid has also been
removed by ultrafiltration in other states of excess fluid
retention, such as congestive cardiac failure, and a modified
form of ultrafiltration treatment has also been tried in a group
of patients with -chronic renal failure for up to 12 months.
While the blood urea and serum creatinine concentrations were
higher in these patients than those on standard dialysis
treatment there was a comparable improvement in the patients'
general health. Hypertension has been easily controlled, and
nerve conduction velocity also increased in all patients. This
latter finding was attributed to the increased removal of middle
molecules (molecular weight 1200 to 1500) during ultra-
filtration. The full potential of this simple and cheap technique
will become apparent only with its wider use and a better
understanding of the physiological mechanisms, especially in
acutely ill patients.

Metabolic bone disease
in Asians
The health problems of the estimated 900 000 Asians living
in Britain are largely similar to those of the rest of the popula-
tion, including other immigrant groups. Asians differ strik-
ingly, however, in their propensity to develop vitamin D
deficiency. Rickets and oestomalacia in Indian and Pakistani
immigrants were first reported in Glasgow in 1962 and have
since been found in almost every centre of immigrant popula-
tion.2-5

In White children and in the children of other immigrant
groups infantile rickets is found in urban families in poor social
circumstances who do not avail themselves of vitamin D-
fortified welfare foods or vitamin D supplements.6 Rickets in
children over 3 years old should lead to a search for mal-
absorption or renal disease. In contrast, in Asian children
active rickets occurs not only in infancy but throughout
school life, with a peak incidence at puberty, and children of all
socioeconomic groups are affected. Adults may develop
osteomalacia, the adult counterpart of rickets, especially
during or after pregnancy,' and a vitamin D-deficient mother
may give birth to a child with fetal rickets.8 Though common
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